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Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory,
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(Dated: June 10, 2013)

Abstract

Radio frequency waves can penetrate thermonuclear plasmas, depositing momentum and energy

with great selectively: in select resonant ions or electrons, in select resonant regions, and with select

momentum. When these waves are injected asymmetrically with respect to the toroidal direction

in tokamaks, they can drive toroidal electric current. The advantage of driving this current by

waves is that a tokamak reactor might then be operated in the steady state. This paper will review

the elementary processes of wave-particle interactions in plasma that underlie the current-drive

effect.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Using radio frequency waves to drive the toroidal current in tokamak reactors is attractive

as a means to achieve steady state tokamak operation. The toroidal current is necessary for

tokamak confinement. The original conception of the tokamak anticipated that the toroidal

current would be driven by a dc toroidal electric field. The dc electric field would be induced

by a time-varying magnetic field. Indeed, since the dc electric, being toroidal, necessarily

has curl, it implies the presence of a time-varying magnetic field. To drive a current of one

toroidal sign then requires a monotonically time-varying magnetic field. Since only finite

magnetic fields can be produced, this process cannot persist in the steady state. At some

point, the magnetic field must cease to increase, the dc electric field then vanishes, and

with that the poloidal magnetic field vanishes as well, and charged particles are no longer

confined.

However, RF wave power, when injected asymmetrically with respect to the toroidal

direction in a tokamak, can drive steady state toroidal electric current (see Fig. 1). One way

to drive the current is by interacting asymmetrically with resonant electrons. The toroidal

current then supports the poloidal magnetic field. One can imagine that the waves just

push electrons in the toroidal direction against some sort of friction with ions; so long as

the power remains on, the current persists. Thus, even though the current is not curl free,

it may persist in the steady state when not driven by a dc electric field.

The capability to operate the tokamak in the steady state with acceptable circulating

power is thought to be important if not critical for economical fusion power through the

tokamak approach. The power cost remains large in contemporary designs, but might still

allow economical fusion power. In contemporary designs the rf-driven current does not

provide the full toroidal current, since much of the current is already provided by the so-

called bootstrap current. Yet it remains important both to find the highest efficiency for

current drive by waves as well as to design tokamaks that best utilize the rf-driven currents.

In addition, other uses have been found for the steady-state currents produced by rf waves,

such as to control heat and particle transport, or to stabilize MHD instabilities.

There have been a variety of mechanisms proposed to drive noninductive current, both

by neutral beams and by waves. Neutral beams drive current when they become ionized

in a plasma, but the efficiency of neutral-beam driven current tends to be less than that
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for current driven by the most efficient of rf means. It is also the case that the technology

of producing rf waves tends to be more compatible with a reactor environment than the

technology of producing neutral beams. Nonetheless, neutral beams remain a viable method

at least for providing part of the toroidal current in a tokamak reactor.

Magnetized plasma supports many different kinds of plasma waves – and different waves

feature different kinds of wave-particle interactions. The efficiency of current production

by different waves is also different. This lecture will explain at an elementary level the

wave methods of producing this current. Further details, the historical context, and the

early experiments demonstrating these methods can be found in the review paper.1 Recent

reviews of non-inductive current drive methods for educational purposes can also be found.2,3

However, we shall also cite many of the original papers where these methods were first

predicted.

II. LOWER HYBRID CURRENT DRIVE

The most successful technique to date is to drive these currents by lower hybrid waves.4 In

lower hybrid current drive (LHCD), the current is carried by a tail of superthermal electrons.

The superthermal electron interacts with an electorostatic wave such that it is pushed in the

toroidal direction. The way this happens is through the Landau damping of an electrostatic

wave. Further exploration of the wave-particle interaction can be found, for example, in the

classic book of Stix,5 the more recent book by Brambilla,6 or the most recent very excellent

book by Rax,7 or (put more briefly) in the article in this issue by Rax.8

Consider the interaction of an electrostatic wave with frequency ω and wavenumber k

traveling to the right as in Fig. 2. The wave could be a Langmuir wave for this purpose;

it will operate similarly to the lower hybrid wave which is nearly electrostatic. Electrons

resonant with the wave, that is those moving near the wave phase velocity, are pushed, while

the non-resonant electrons are not pushed. In order for this to happen, the wave must be

resonant, that is, ω− k · v = 0. The push can be either to increase the the particle velocity

or to decrease it, depending on the phase of the particle in the trough of the wave. To the

extent that both processes occur, the effects will simply cancel.

However, for distribution functions near collisional equilibrium, namely nearly Maxwellian

in energy, there will be more electrons that get pushed to higher energy than those that get
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pushed to lower energy. This is the principle of Landau damping of the wave. It is also

the principle of the current drive effect, since we can now just focus on those excess slower

electrons that are pushed to higher velocities. Note also that in this picture it is not possible

to push particles to slower velocities, on average, since, under diffusion, the push is always

towards the lower populated states, which are at higher energy.

So consider an electron moving with velocity v in the direction of the wave phase velocity

that gets pushed to v+ ∆v. The extra instantaneous current density carried by a density n

(each with charge q) of these electrons resonant with the wave may be written as:

J = qn∆v. (1)

The energy density required to accomplish this current for small ∆v is:

E = nmv∆v. (2)

At first glance it may seem that to get high current with less energy it would be ad-

vantageous to employ waves that push the slower electrons. After all, the momentum or

current gained is only proportional to ∆v, whereas the energy expended is proportional to

v∆v. However, what is important is not the instantaneous current produced, but how long

this current would persist. This current will have to be renewed every collision time of the

resonant particles or with frequency ν(v). It is important to note the velocity dependency

of this collision frequency, because it is very sensitive to velocity. Thus, the power density

dissipated, PD, is the energy expended per unit time to maintain the current J , or

PD = ν(v)E, (3)

and the current drive efficiency may be put as

J/PD = q/mvν(v). (4)

Now for superthermal electrons, the collision frequency goes as v−3. This is a crucial

feature of Coulomb collisions, for it enables the high efficiency of current drive by super

thermal electrons, which may have velocities about 4 or 5 times the thermal velocity. This

collisional effect would then reduce the power dissipated by about a factor of 102 over what

might have been thought based on the energy argument. Thus, by Eq. (4), the current drive

efficiency using lower hybrid waves goes as v2. This current drive effect has been routinely
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demonstrated in detail on many tokamaks, with up to mega-amps of current being produced

with mega-watts of lower hybrid wave power.

Another notable feature of the current drive efficiency that can be seen through Eq. (4)

is the dependency of the efficiency on plasma density. Since the collision frequency ν is

proportional to density, the efficiency is inversely proportional to density. This feature of

the current drive effect has also been demonstrated routinely using lower hybrid waves on

many tokamaks. We may contrast this feature of rf current drive with the conductivity seen

by currents driven by a dc electric field. The dc conductivity of plasma is independent of

density, since larger density implies on the one hand more scattering centers, but on the

other hand, since all electrons are pushed equally regardless of velocity, and more electrons

share the burden of carrying the current, the electrons get pushed at lower average (drift)

velocities. For rf driven currents, however, the speed of the electrons receiving a push is

fixed, usually by a resonance condition.

Let us go over some of the assumptions in deriving Eq. (4). To determine the efficiency

of this effect, we assumed that we knew which electrons were pushed. But, as the wave

interacts with the distribution of electrons, this distribution function changes in response

to the wave excitation. How do we then know with which electrons the wave interacts? It

turns out that even though the distribution function does become distorted, the velocity of

the resonant electrons can be precisely inferred.

In Fig. 3, we show a contour plot of the electron distribution function in v‖-v⊥ space,

under the condition that intense resonant waves were launched, but only with parallel phase

velocities between 3 and 5 the thermal velocity vT . The velocity v‖ is parallel to the direction

of the wave phase velocity and v⊥ is perpendicular to this direction. The current is to be

generated in the direction of the wave phase velocity. In a tokamak, the toroidal magnetic

field would be in the direction of v‖. This contour plot was produced by solving the Fokker-

Planck equation, which models the collisional effects, together with a diffusion equation,

which models the rf interaction.9

What can be seen from this contour plot is that the distribution function is Maxwellian

for thermal velocities, but is highly distorted from a Maxwellian for super thermal velocities,

mainly in the parallel direction but also in the perpendicular direction. Clearly, there is a

current drive effect, since the distortions in the parallel direction from a Maxwellian are

highly asymmetric.
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However, we can also tell from this plot with which electrons the wave interacts. The

wave only interacts with electrons in the resonant velocity region, namely those in the range

3 < v‖/vT < 5. Hence, the parallel velocity of the resonant electrons is known to the extent

that the wave spectrum is limited in parallel phase velocity. And within that region, most

of the electrons have perpendicular velocities smaller than the parallel velocities, so that

most of the the wave-particle interactions take place in the shaded region. Were the wave

resonant region narrower in parallel velocity space, this shaded region would not only be

narrower in parallel velocity space as well, but also its extent in the perpendicular direction

would also be less.

Thus, since the perpendicular velocity is negligible compared to the parallel velocity of

most electrons being pushed, for a reasonably narrow region of velocity space, we know very

well the velocity of the electrons that are being pushed. That velocity is mainly their parallel

velocity, which is the wave phase velocity. Hence, we can use Eq. (4) with some confidence

that we know the velocity v.

There is another assumption implicit in the use of Eq. (4), and that is that the time

it takes an electron to lose its directed velocity is dependent only on its initial velocity

coordinate and not on the wave intensity. The justification of this assumption lies in that

most of the time over which an electron slows down it is non-resonant with the wave.

A related assumption implicit in the use of Eq. (4) is that the electrons that are pushed

remain in the plasma and carry current so long as they are not slowed down by collisions.

This assumption would be violated for the so-called trapped electrons in tokamaks that do

not carry toroidal current. This assumption would also be violated if somehow, through

effects not considered here, the electrons that were pushed were lost before they slowed

down by collisions.

Yet another assumption implicit in the use of Eq. (4) is that we in fact know how to

calculate ν(v). We could use the one-dimensional (in velocity space) slowing down formula

for electrons (as was originally done in Ref. 4), but it is not so hard to get this answer

exactly, at least in the high-velocity limit. That can be done by considering both slowing

down in the parallel direction as well as pitch angle scattering in the perpendicular direction.

When we do that, we find that efficient current drive is also possible using electron cyclotron

waves,10 wherein electrons are pushed by the wave only in the perpendicular direction, as

we will describe in the next section.
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From Eq. (4) it can also be seen that there is another regime of relatively high efficiency,

and that would be to push electrons with low (sub-thermal) parallel velocities, but at least

thermal perpendicular velocities.11,12 If the perpendicular velocities were around the thermal

velocity, and if only low parallel velocity electrons were pushed, then the collision frequency

would be roughly independent of the parallel velocity, while the energy expended to produce

a velocity increment would be proportional to the parallel velocity. Thus, in this regime,

the efficiency would go as 1/v‖. A wave with low parallel phase velocity could be an Alfven

wave. How these waves might be used to generate substantial current in a tokamak does

remain a practical issue.

III. ECCD

Another method that has high efficiency is electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD). The

mechanism for current drive can be seen from Fig. 4, which depicts what happens when an

electron is pushed in the perpendicular velocity direction, but not in the parallel velocity

direction. The electron absorbs no parallel momentum, but in going from velocity space

location 1 to velocity space location 2, because it becomes more energetic, so it collides less

both with ions and with the slower electrons.

This creates an asymmetry. If half of the electrons are going to the left and half are

going to the right (in the parallel direction), but only the ones that are going to the right

gain perpendicular energy from a wave spectrum, then those going to the right will persist

in going to the right, while those going to the left will slow down more quickly on ions

(on electrons too, but those collisions, for non-relativistic electrons, are current-conserving).

Hence, a net flow of electrons persists in going to the right. Note that the ions collide more

with the electrons going to the left. Hence, the ions tend to go to the left, so that the electron

flow going to the right is balanced by the ion flow going to the left. In such a manner, even

with no parallel momentum input by the waves, current is nonetheless generated, while

particle momentum is conserved.

One can plot the expected value of the current carried by an electron that begins in

velocity space location 1 compared with that in velocity space location 2 (see Fig. 5). It is

an expected value, since collisions give random kicks. But on average an electron beginning in

velocity space location 2 carries its directed momentum longer than an electron beginning
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in velocity space location 1. Note that, as the electron slows down, it loses its expected

directed velocity faster, since it collides more often as it becomes slower.

The difference between these two curves is the current drive effect of the push in the

perpendicular direction. Thus, initially, there is no net current, since the electrons start

out with the same parallel velocity. Also, at very large times, the directed velocities of the

electrons vanish, so there is no net current. But the current drive effect becomes large over

intermediate times, namely on the order of a collision time.

Thus, Fig. 5 suggests that we can assign to every point in v‖−v⊥ space a certain potential

for carrying current over all of time. We can consider a wave that pushes particles in

an arbitrary direction in velocity space, neither purely in the parallel direction (like for

lower hybrid waves) nor purely in the perpendicular direction. Then, by moving a particle

incrementally from one location to another in the direction S (see Fig. 6), we change this

potential, at the expense of the energy expended. We call this potential for the current the

Green’s function for the current drive. In the steady state, we can thus write the current

drive efficiency in the form10

J

Pd
=

S · (∂/∂v)χ(v)

S · (∂/∂v) ε(v)
(5)

where S is the unit vector in the direction of the rf-induced flux, χ(v) is the Green’s function

for the current drive, v is the velocity of the resonant electrons, i.e., the vicinity in velocity

space of the induced flux, and ε(v) = mv2/2 is the kinetic energy of the resonant electrons.

The function χ(v) takes a particularly simple form in the high-velocity limit (v � vT )

χ(v) =
ev3v‖

Γ(5 + Zi)
, (6)

where Zi is the ion charge state and Γ = ne4lnΛ/4πε0m
2 is a measure of the collision

frequency. (For the relativistic limit, see Refs. 13–15.)

Interestingly, it can be seen from Eqs. (5) and (6) that the ion charge state Zi only

enters in the form (5 + Zi). Only when it exceeds about 5 does it become important. The

insensitivity on the charge state arises because the fast electrons, while they lose momentum

to both ions and electrons, lose energy only to thermal electrons, which then allows them

to lose momentum faster. Indeed, this is related to a second important message of Eqs. (5)

and (6), which concerns the efficiency of pushing electrons already moving at superthermal
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speeds in the parallel direction, such as for lower hybrid current drive. The message is that

the efficiency depends little on the direction of S. Although it was originally thought that

parallel momentum input was necessary for lower hybrid current drive, energy input is more

important. In fact, it can be seen from Eqs. (5) and (6) that pushing these electrons in the

perpendicular direction rather than in the parallel direction gives exactly 3/4 the efficiency.

One refers to Eq. (5) as an equation for the current drive efficiency. This very powerful

equation for the efficiency relies upon knowing the velocity phase space position of resonant

electrons. Each point in the velocity space of the electrons was assigned a utility function

in terms of the ability of an electron, initialized at that velocity, to retain its current.

This suggests that there may be other properties that might be similarly usefully at-

tributed to phase space position too. For example, instead of talking about a runaway

electron (for definition of runaway, see next section), one can assign a runaway probability

function to each point in velocity space.16 Then, by considering the rf driven flux of elec-

trons in velocity space, say from velocity space location 1 to velocity space location 2, we

can calculate the incremental production of runaways. The runaway production rate per

unit rf power would then be a function of velocity space just as the current drive efficiency

is.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

The intensive experimental investigation of the lower hybrid current drive effect demon-

strated not only the effect itself, but also the underlying theoretical assumptions. In particu-

lar, the very close agreement between theory and experiment showed that the superthermal

electrons could be described by classical collision theory, and that they were not affected

significantly by some anomalous collective effect.

Before these experiments were done, there was a question as to whether classical effects

would dominate. It was not sufficient that parallel Spitzer resistivity had been demonstrated,

because that resistivity is an integrated effect over all electrons, and is hence dominated by

the effects of the thermal electrons. On the other hand, rf current drive depends sensitively

on the dynamics of the relatively small percentage of the electron population resonant with

the wave. At the same time, since the theory depends sensitively on the wave phase velocity,

much more information about the underlying physics could be inferred from determining
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the efficiency as a function of the wave phase velocity compared to the confirmation of an

integrated theory, like the Spitzer conductivity.

Interestingly, the confirmation in detail of the current drive theory was actually made

easier by some quizzical experimental results. In these experiments, the so-called ramp-up

experiments, the toroidal current was increased as a function of time, or ramped up due to

the rf waves. The increase in current led to an increase in the poloidal magnetic field energy.

In fact, as much as 40% of the rf power was converted into poloidal field energy.17 At first,

that seemed like a astoundingly high fraction.

In fact, the same theoretical approach that predicted the current drive efficiency could

be extended to account for a dc electric field. The toroidal dc electric field is induced by the

ramp-up of the magnetic field, which to first approximation can be taken to be increasing

linearly in time. Thus, it was possible to calculate the rf-induced conductivity, namely the

term bilinear in the rf power and in the dc electric field strength.18 This explained how so

much wave energy could end up in poloidal magnetic field energy.19 Moreover, the fact that

the energy conversion could be so efficient, consistent with the theory, was strong evidence

for the theory itself.

However, the most detailed data came from the full series of the PLT (Princeton Large

Torus) series of current-drive and ramp-up experiments.20 These experiments spanned sev-

eral parameter regimes, leading to different physics regimes too, including that of steady-

state current drive, ramp-up of the current, and even the unsuccessful sustainment of the

current. In Fig. 7, we show the experimental data from PLT as plotted by Karney et al.20

In this plot, an attempt was made to check the theory of the electron dynamics without

making many assumptions concerning the details of either the theory of wave propagation

or wave damping. This was accomplished by comparing dimensionless quantities each of

which depended upon the power being absorbed.

Thus, the x-axis measures the ratio of the wave phase velocity vph to the so-called runaway

velocity vR. The runaway velocity is the velocity so large that an electron can run away,

since the Coulomb collisions do not prevent it from being accelerated to larger velocities yet.

Thus, small electric fields, or nearly steady state current drive, is described where vph/vR

is small. The y-axis measures the efficiency of producing magnetic field energy, or in other

words the ratio of the power going into the magnetic field compared to the rf power absorbed.

When no power goes into the magnetic field, i. e. when there is no time-varying magnetic
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field, the power going into the magnetic field is zero (so the efficiency also vanishes). If

the magnetic field is not time-varying, then the electric field vanishes. Hence, the origin in

Fig. 7 describes steady state current drive. The region near the origin in Fig. 7 describes

the regime of rf-induced conductivity, sometimes called the hot conductivity regime.

The most interesting regime is the upper right quadrant, which describes the current

ramp-up regime. The faster the ramp up, the larger the electric field that opposes the

current rise, so vph/vR is large. On the other hand, the larger the electric field, the greater

the efficiency of converting rf energy to magnetic field energy. This is because, when the

electric field is small, current carriers slow down through collisions, which puts no energy

into the magnetic field. But when the electric field is large, the current carriers are slowed

down by this field which acts to oppose the rf driven current, so that power flows from

the particles to the fields. Plotted in terms of these dimensionless parameters, over 250

shots were tabulated. The only free parameters were the fraction of rf power absorbed and

the upshift in parallel wavenumber that would enable this absorption in the plasma. (The

upshift in parallel wavenumber remains a bit of a mystery even today, as there are multiple

theories for explaining its existence. The upshift must take place in order that the wave

energy be absorbed, since waves with too high a phase velocity would not interact resonantly

with any electrons.)

With hardly any free adjustable parameters, the fit to the theoretical prediction was

remarkable. (It is even remarkable that, when plotted in terms of these dimensionless

parameters, all the data lines up, rather than being scattered.) This experiment offered

unmistakeable proof not only to the current drive effect itself (both in the steady state and

in the presence of a dc electric field), but also on the assumptions about Coulomb collisions

upon which that theory was derived. The electron dynamics of fast electrons behaved as

predicted classically, leaving little room for anomalous effects. This statement on the nature

of the electron dynamics is farther reaching than any that could be offered through a detailed

study of Spitzer resistivity, which is an integrated quantity. This important experiment was

repeated on many other tokamaks, which confirmed the results.

The electron cyclotron current drive effect was also verified. For a fine review of the exper-

imental verification see Ref. 21. However, the description of the ECCD effect as a function

of velocity space is more difficult, since it is more difficult to pinpoint the velocity space

location of the resonant electrons. As an electron cyclotron wave traverses the plasma, it
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encounters different strength magnetic fields, making electrons of differing parallel velocities

resonant. In contrast, for the lower hybrid wave, the parallel velocity resonance condition is

largely determined by the waveguide phasing.

V. MINORITY SPECIES CURRENT DRIVE

The method of generating current by electron cyclotron waves can be extended to ions as

well, so long as there are ions of two differing ion charge states. Suppose first that by some

magical means the ions of one of the charge states are maintained with a net toroidal velocity

that differs from that of the ions of the other ion charge state. Consider now the frame of

reference in which the ion current vanishes. In this frame of reference, the two species of

ions are oppositely directed in velocity. Also, in this frame of reference, the electrons will try

to follow the ions with higher ion charge state, since the electrons collide more frequently

with those ions. As a result, the electrons acquire a drift in the direction of the ions with

the higher ion charge state. In this frame of reference, then, there is a net current. Since the

plasma is overall neutral, current is frame-invariant, so that means that there is a current

in the lab frame as well, opposite in direction (since the electrons are charged negative) to

the current carried by the higher ion charge state ions.

This is, in fact, the method of current drive by neutral beams, lauded to previously,

which requires two species of ions.22 In neutral beam current drive, one species of ions is

tangentially injected as neutrals into the tokamak, where, upon ionization, the ion species

produced has a different toroidal velocity than does the main species of ions.

Alternatively, the relative drift between two ion species might be driven by rf waves.23

The drift could be accomplished by heating minority species ions, traveling in one parallel

direction, in the perpendicular velocity direction. That produces an ion drift much like

heating tail electrons in the perpendicular direction produces a relative electron drift and

the ECCD effect. In the case of minority ions, the heated ions collide less with the majority

ions, so that, on average, the majority ions collide more with the unheated minority ions

that travel in the opposite parallel direction. As a result, with momentum conserved, a

relative drift is established between the two species of ions. This sets up the conditions for

a current drive effect, know as minority species current drive.

From a theoretical standpoint, the minority species current drive is somewhat less efficient
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than LHCD or the ECCD. However, minority species current drive does enjoy experimental

verification on the JET tokamak,24 although with relatively low efficiency. It is thought

nonetheless to be useful in controlling sawtooth instabilities.25,26

However, despite its poor efficiency, this current drive effect is important in that employs

ions rather than electrons. Thus, it can be used better in conjunction with means of estab-

lishing the so-called hot ion mode.27 In the hot ion mode, the ion temperatures are greater

than electron temperatures. A current drive method, such as minority species current drive,

that heats ions rather than electrons, is more likely to maintain this temperature differential.

This temperature differential might also be enabled by rf waves, as described in the next

section.

VI. ALPHA PARTICLE ENVIRONMENT

In a tokamak reactor, the current drive will have to be accomplished in the presence of

α-particles, the byproducts of the DT (deuterium-tritium) fusion reaction. The α-particle

environment turns out to be qualitatively different than the environment that we encounter

in present day experiments which is free of α-particles. This is particularly true for lower

hybrid wave propagation.

In fact, it was predicted that α-particles might damp the lower hybrid wave, interfering

with the LHCD effect in working reactors.28 This prediction was verified, with suggestions

for mitigating the effect based upon radial diffusion of electrons.29 However, it remained

unclear, in an environment of α-particle heating, whether the lower hybrid current drive

effect could work near the plasma center, or whether the current near the plasma center

would have to be driven by some other means.

It turns out, however, that, since the α-particles do tend to concentrate near the tokamak

center, there may be free expansion energy that may be tapped.30 Then the alpha particles

need not damp the wave, and may even amplify it. The wave amplification by α-particles

can be accompanied by wave damping by select electrons, leading to very efficient current

drive. Moreover, if the α-particle energy were used to amplify a wave, and that wave were to

damp on ions, the hot ion mode might be enabled. This redirection of the α-particle power

is known as α-channeling. There is considerable utility in tokamak reactor operating in the

hot ion mode.31
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A significant amount of the α-particle power can, in fact, be re-directed or channeled, by

means of rf waves, either to ion heating or to current drive. This α-channeling effect relies

upon the coupling of diffusion in space to diffusion in energy.30 In the case of one wave,

a strict constraint on diffusion can be arranged, so that it occurs only along a path that

connects the dense energetic population of α-particles in the tokamak center to the rarefied,

cold population near the periphery. There are also advantages in using several waves at

once.32

The mode-converted ion Bernstein wave has certain particularly attractive features for

accomplishing the α-channeling effect, including a change in the sign of the parallel phase

velocity after the mode conversion region is crossed.33 It can be used, therefore, to tap and

channel much of the α-particle power.34 Since this power ends up being dissipated primarily

in ions , it can enable not only the hot ion mode, but also current drive by ions. Even

though the current drive effect by minority ions is not so efficient, the efficiency may not

be important if the power is largely coming from the α-particles. In addition, driving the

current by heating the ions is consistent with achieving the hot ion mode.

The α-channeling effect is highly speculative. In principle, if the diffusion paths work

out as predicted, attractive reactor scenarios can be envisioned.35 Although there is no

experimental evidence for the cooling effect, there is some experimental evidence for other

aspects of the channeling effect, such as the diffusion paths.36
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. RF waves injected asymmetrically into a tokamak.

Figure 2. Resonant interaction of electrons with an electrostatic wave. The solid wavy

line indicates the wave potential as a function of distance along the direction of the

phase velocity at a given instant of time

Figure 3. Contour plot of the electron distribution in v‖-v⊥ space under lower hybrid

wave excitation. The shaded region shows where most of the the wave-particle inter-

actions take place, with the arrow indicating the direction of the net wave push on

resonant electrons. (Adapted from Ref. 9.)

Figure 4. An electron is pushed by a wave from velocity space location 1 (green in

online copy) to velocity space location 2 (red in online copy), with no input of parallel

momentum. Note that the symmetry is broken, since the symmetrically counter-

propagating electron at velocity location 1′ is not pushed.

Figure 5. Expected current, I, of an electron that starts out in velocity space location

1 (green line) or 2 (red line) as a function of time. Current decreases in time due to

collisions.

Figure 6. An electron is pushed by a wave from velocity space location 1 (green in

online copy) to velocity space location 2 (red in online copy), along velocity space

direction S. Note that the symmetry is broken, since the symmetrically counter-

propagating electron at velocity location 1′ is not pushed.

Figure 7. Pel/Prf vs. vph/vth for 273 PLT shots. The regime of steady state current

drive is described near the origin. The ramp-up regime is described in the upper right

quadrant. Adapted from Ref. 20.
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FIG. 1: RF waves injected asymmetrically into a tokamak.
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FIG. 2: Resonant interaction of electrons with an electrostatic wave. The solid wavy line indicates

the wave potential as a function of distance along the direction of the phase velocity at a given

instant of time.
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FIG. 3: Contour plot of the electron distribution in v‖-v⊥ space under lower hybrid wave excitation.

The shaded region shows where most of the the wave-particle interactions take place, with the arrow

indicating the direction of the net wave push on resonant electrons. (Adapted from Ref. 9.)
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FIG. 4: An electron is pushed by a wave from velocity space location 1 (green in online copy) to

velocity space location 2 (red in online copy), with no input of parallel momentum. Note that the

symmetry is broken, since the symmetrically counter-propagating electron at velocity location 1′

is not pushed.
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FIG. 5: Expected current, I, of an electron that starts out in velocity space location 1 (green line

in online copy) or 2 (red line in online copy) as a function of time. Current decreases in time due

to collisions.
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FIG. 6: An electron is pushed by a wave from velocity space location 1 (green) to velocity space

location 2 (red), along velocity space direction S. Note that the symmetry is broken, since the

symmetrically counter-propagating electron at velocity location 1′ is not pushed.
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Steady State: E=0	


Ramp-up: E<0	


FIG. 7: Pel/Prf vs. vph/vth for 273 PLT shots. The regime of steady state current drive is

described near the origin. The ramp-up regime is described in the upper right quadrant. Adapted

from Ref. 20.
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